
TOOWONG HARRIERS LITTLE ATHLETICS 

RISK MANAGEMENT POLICY 

(Last updated 5/10/15) 
 

 

Recognising our duty of care to those participating in our sport, and to the general public who 

share our facilities, the following is a compilation of policies relating to safety, health, 

responsibility and insurance. Safety is everyone’s responsibility, and some of the practices below 

can only be implemented by each individual (or for our younger athletes, by their parent or 

guardian), so it is important that everyone is aware of, and applies, the elements of this policy. 

 

Safe practice applicable to each event is detailed in the officials’ instructions (which must be 

issued to each parent controlling that event/station and understood by all officials and athletes). 

More general practices are detailed in our Centre Handbook, and from time to time emphasised 

in our newsletters, on the noticeboard, or over the PA. 

 

While we are competing at UQ, references to ground, equipment, facilities are to be interpreted 

as those pertaining to the venue, and should there be any conflict between UQ procedures and 

the Centre’s, the more stringent to prevail. 

 

One should remember that the experience of Little Athletics is mental as well as physical, and 

some of our practices are hence related to emotional well-being. 

 

ORGANISATION 

(O1) The schedule of events is as catered for by LAQ, with the addition of 50m runs for U6-7 

(within allowed specifications), and 400m for U8 (essential to build aerobic fitness early). 

(O2) Our meeting times are planned to avoid most of the heat (and sun exposure) of our season, 

whilst recognising that most championship and special competitions must be conducted in 

daytime. Hence we hold alternating Friday night and Saturday afternoon competitions with 

Saturday sessions later during midsummer. 

(O3) As far as possible the weekly programme will be written to avoid clashes of events and 

allow ample recovery time between them.  

(O4) Arena lighting must be maintained sufficient to conduct evening meetings, and will be 

turned on if necessary towards the end of twilight (4-7pm) meetings. 

(O5) Parents assisting with setting up and putting away should use the trolleys supplied, make 

use of the trailers for all heavy items and ensure when lifting or pulling that they adopt a safe 

stance and where necessary they share the task with a colleague. Drivers of vehicles on the arena 

are to keep to very slow speed and be especially vigilant. Athletes are not allowed to ride on 

trailers 

(O6) No smoking is permitted on the arena (all areas within the park fence). 

(O7) Coaches should be drawn primarily from parents of current athletes. Our coaches must 

obtain Queensland Government Blue (Suitability) Cards. Coaching sessions as far as possible are 

to be conducted in multiple format (more than one coach and their athletes operating 

simultaneously) and at advertised times. A parent must remain on site where only one coach is 

operating. 

(O8) The Centre has endorsed and adopted the principles and objects of the Commission for 

Children & Young People & Child Guardian Act 2000 (as amended). All Committee members 

and non-parent helpers must obtain Blue (Suitability) Cards. 



(O9) Members of the Centre (athletes and attending family members) are covered by our public 

liability and personal accident insurance policies. Visitors (triallists, friends, guests etc.) must 

complete a registration form to identify themselves and be covered by that insurance.  

 

WARM UP 

(W1) Every competition and coaching session must commence with a warm up: jogging 100 to 

200m (to warm up the body – colder weather means longer or quicker run) and then a series of 

stretches and exercises (to prepare individual muscles). This will reduce the risk of injury when 

striving for performance (and indeed, should enhance that performance). Specific event stretches 

and exercises can be repeated before the event and between trials. 

(W2) At Centre meetings, events follow on quickly. At other meets, where gaps of an hour or 

more may occur, warm up should be repeated as required.  

(W3) Every competition and coaching session should finish with a warm down: jogging 50 to 

100m, relaxing the body, and ‘shaking out loose’. Older athletes should undertake this 

themselves; age marshals should supervise the younger ones. 

 

AGE GROUPS 

(G1) Athletes (including triallists, friends, guests etc.) must compete in their own age groups, to 

ensure appropriate specifications apply and insurance cover is not jeopardised. 

(G2) Designated age groups must stay together (any canteen, toilet visits reported to or organised 

by the age marshal; late arrival to be advised, early departure confirmed) through Centre 

competition. 

(G3) Athletes must walk in an orderly group between events and maintain order (as designated 

by the age marshal) when waiting their turn at field events. Games may be played between 

events but must not be disruptive to others, wide-ranging or violent. 

(G4) Out of Bounds: athletes are specifically forbidden from climbing trees, riding on the 

equipment trailers, and (except under supervision) using the clubhouse gym. 

(G5) Officials should treat all athletes equally, ensuring that all get a fair go. 

(G6) Athletes should treat each other and their officials with respect: all forms of physical and 

verbal abuse are not to be condoned and will result in suspension – from events, meetings, or in 

the extreme, membership. 

(G7) Similarly parents must treat fellow officials and athletes with respect. Any criticism of 

performance (as an official or as an athlete) should be privately expressed, tactful and 

constructive. Prefer positive to negative comment. 

(G8) Athletes without parents assisting should be collected from competition or coaching at the 

advised finishing time (or at competition, shortly after, where we are running late – lacking 

sufficient parent help). Parents of younger children not officiating should arrive 30 minutes 

before advised finish, as the younger groups may finish early. A committee member or coach 

will remain at the venue until all children are collected, endeavouring to make contact with the 

parent where required but please do not abuse this service (we have lives too!). 

(G9) Siblings of registered athletes aged over 3 (and under 5) may be registered as ‘Tiny Tots’. 

They will take part in organised games and modified athletic events, without measurement. 

Parents of Tiny Tots must be present when they are present at the Centre. 

(G10) Parents of athletes under 12 must either be present at the Centre while their children are 

competing (preferably officialling), or have supplied a contact number and nominated another 

(consenting) adult present to be referred to as necessary (injury, sickness, behaviour etc.).   

 

SUN 



(S1) Our supplied uniforms are made from sunsafe material. If shorts are sourced privately, 

parents are responsible for their sun safety, as is the case with socks, hats etc. 

(S2) Our T shirt design includes a buttoned strip below the neckline. All but the top button 

should be done up in strong UV conditions. 

(S3) Hats must be worn at sunny day meets between races or field trials. 

(S4) At hot and sunny daytime meets, age marshals are advised to make use of available shade 

(trees, especially the playground, shelters) for waiting or playing games between events/coaching 

sessions. 

(S5) Parents should ensure their athletes are supplied with sunscreen for day meetings. Sunscreen 

will be available at the clubhouse as a contingency. 

(S6) At away meets, every athlete must bring and use hat, water bottle, sunscreen; and make use 

of shade provided at and between events. At Regional Relays and Regional Championships, the 

Centre will provide shade for its own membership off the arena and for its allocation of field 

event venues (sufficient to shelter all that venue’s competitors). 

(S7) The programme may be curtailed or modified if the ambient temperature rises above 37 

degrees, depending on humidity. 

 

RAIN 

(R1) Centre meetings will be cancelled in the case of heavy and continuous rain and may be 

curtailed once started (eg. when a thunderstorm approaches). We will normally proceed with 

some events through light or intermittent rain, and cancelled (or curtailed) Friday night meetings 

are run (or completed) if possible at the appropriate time on the Saturday afternoon.  

(R2) Individual events will be cancelled (and if possible substituted) when weather conditions 

render them unsafe. If rain is threatened, grass jump run ups (and high jump mats) should be 

covered during set up to preserve dry surfaces. If the surface is wet, jumps on grass (triple, high, 

long progressively in that order) hurdles, and javelin may be cancelled for athletes not wearing 

spikes. 

(R3) Shelters should be set out at meetings when rain interruption is likely to provide points of 

relief other than the Clubhouse. 

 

MEDICAL 

(M1) A First Aid Officer (preferably a qualified doctor, nurse or ambulanceman, or having a 

current certificate) is to be appointed at each competition meeting. They may perform other 

duties, but must be called upon in any case of injury or sickness (not ant bites, slight scratches or 

bruises). 

(M2) All individual medical conditions which may put the athlete at greater than normal risk in 

athletic activity or treatment must be notified at time of completing registration. A note is to be 

placed in the age group folders alerting the marshal to the condition and any restriction on 

activity. A similar notification in the case of temporary conditions (eg. injuries) must be made. 

(M3) Athletes or parents with contagious illnesses should not attend meetings or coaching 

sessions. 

(M4) A committee member must be appointed to maintain the stock in the first aid cabinet. A 

minimum of 3 ice packs should be kept in the freezer. 

(M5) Accidents still happen. Hopefully our policy and practice will proactively minimise risk but 

we must be prepared to respond in the case of emergency. The First Aid Officer will take charge. 

There is a mobile phone in the clubhouse at all competition meetings, and there are usually 

others on the field, so emergency services may be called quickly if necessary. Officials with 

radios will assist with immediate communication. 

  



ARENA 

(A1) Before competition or coaching, the arena (or those parts of it to be used) must be inspected 

for safety and cleared of any dangerous objects (or parts of the arena, where necessary, roped 

off). Such items may include syringes, broken glass, drink cans especially fragments scattered by 

mower, rocks, large fallen branches, dead animals, turds etc. Some live hazards such as green 

ants, ducks and magpies may remain in place! 

(A2) The surface of the park is not even in all areas: shot and hammer may cause divots in 

landing sectors, grass slopes are slippery when wet, local subsidence occurs. Jump and javelin 

run ups should be inspected before use. All participants should walk (not run) when not on the 

track or designated run ups. 

(A3) The ground inside the track designated as landing areas for throws will be roped, 

barricaded, or marked with witches hats, well outside the sector lines. Only designated officials 

and athletes currently competing are allowed inside the barriers.  

 

EQUIPMENT 

(E1) All equipment to be used at competition or coaching must be maintained in safe condition 

and appropriate to the age(s) of the children. 

(E2) All equipment must be put away and accounted for. Any breakage or failure should be 

reported to the Equipment Officer (or Officials Officer). 

(E3) Starters and assistants, being repetitively close to the report of the gun should wear earmuffs 

when firing. 

(E4) Athletes (especially other agegroups) not in the immediate race must be urged to stand well 

back from the report of the gun. 

(E5) Starters should use the 'beep' gun when possible (night meetings when/where not obscured 

by traffic headlights; events starting close to timekeepers and clubhouse crowd - 400m, 800m, 

sometimes Walks). 

(E6) Hurdles should be carried by the lower crossbar, in both hands, with the legs pointing back 

to each side of the body (for weight distribution and to minimise projection). 

(E7) Hurdles are designed to fall in one direction. No one should cross a hurdle in the reverse 

direction.  

(E8) Hurdle heights are specified for each age group, to enable proper clearance technique, and 

for safety reasons. No athlete is allowed to exceed their specified height. 

(E9) High jump mats must be of appropriate thickness, compressibility, width (extending outside 

the uprights), and depth (beyond the bar) to facilitate safe landing.    

 

FOOTWEAR 

(F1) Shoes must be worn at all times on the arena. 

(F2) Spikes may only be worn by athletes U11 and over in laned running events (other than 

relays), jumps and javelin; U13/14 also in relays; U15-17 in unlaned running events. 

(F3) Spike shoes with spikes removed (with or without blanks) may not be used by U10 and 

below. They may be worn by U11 and above in relays. 

(F4) Spikes must be removed immediately after completion of the event (or on retrieving 

ordinary footwear), and carried in a suitable protective bag.   

(F5) In mixed age group 800m and 1500m events, spikes may be worn by those eligible (U13-

17), provided there is no objection from those ineligible (U11/12). Athletes should be counselled 

and separated at the start line (younger ones to the outside).  

(F6) Spikes must be no longer than 12mm for competition on grass; we recommend 7mm which 

are the maximum for tartan track events and are naturally safer. 

  



THROWS 

(T1) 2 out of 3 discus circles are provided with safety nets (1 permanent, 1 demountable). 

Athletes awaiting a throw must stand outside, and no closer than 1 metre to, the net. Only one 

athlete is allowed within the net during the throw. 

(T2) One discus circle will have no safety net. This discus will be allocated only to competition 

groups using 350 and 500g weights, and coaching (not throwing turns; cross sector throws must 

be toward infield). 

(T3) Shot put circles do not have safety nets. In Little Athletics most athletes will not do the turn 

(if one does, other competitors should move well back and watch the thrower, taking evasive 

action if necessary). Athletes waiting to throw should stand behind the circle and at least 1 metre 

back.  

(T4) The chief throw judge will not allow an athlete to commence a throw until the sector is clear 

and the previous implement (or set of implements, at discretion) has been returned. 

(T5) Throw spikers and retrievers (who measure the distance and return the implement), standing 

outside the sector, must watch the thrower until the implement is released, then the implement 

until it lands, taking evasive action if necessary.  

(T6) Throwing implements are only to be handled by the athletes throwing or next to throw, and 

the officials instructing or retrieving. 

(T7) Throwing implements must be carried, not thrown, back. The javelin should be carried by 

its grip in the vertically upright position. 

 

JUMPS 

(J1) Sandpits must be inspected and several inches of sand depth turned and raked before use. 

All sticks, stones and other foreign objects are to be removed.  

(J2) The chief long or triple jump judge will not allow an athlete to commence a jump until the 

pit is clear (of previous athlete, measuring and raking equipment)  

(J3) No athlete below U12 may attempt a flop high jump. Those refusing or unable after 

instruction to complete a scissor jump must be fouled out and advised of the safety issue (risk of 

neck and spinal injury). 

(J4) Each high jump upright is supplied with a rubber loop. This to be applied in flop attempts 

(U12+) around the end of the bar and the supporting bracket. If the bar is knocked down by the 

athlete, the loops should prevent it falling onto the mat, and hence the athlete landing on the bar.  

 

UPDATES 

This is a living and working document. Any comments on this policy should be addressed to the 

Centre Manager. Any updates will be advised via noticeboard, website and newsletter.   

 


